
   
  
  

  
         

 

           

We are delighted to announce the launch of the inaugural J.B.S.F Kenya 10k Run which is taking 

place in Got Matar, Siaya region, Kenya on 15th November 2014. Ace Africa are thrilled to offer the 

opportunity to both participate in this exciting 10k run and to visit the local communities at some of 

our project sites in Kenya. It is a unique chance to witness first-hand the progress being achieved 

through Ace’s partnership with these resilient and focused communities.  With the support of Jane 

Bubear Sport Foundation we hope this run will bring youth together, strengthen community spirit 

and enable children to grow up in a stable community environment.  

Not only will this be an exciting community event but we will be providing practical prizes to locals 

including books, balls with HIV prevention messages on them, sports kit, start-up seeds for kitchen 

and CtC gardens. Moreover with the generous J.B.S.F. grant we have managed to secure t-shirts and 

certificates for everyone that takes part. Alongside the 10k run will be shorter distance runs for 

younger children to participate in. Furthermore, with the cooperation of the Ministry of Health, we 

are able to set up a Health Outreach Clinic to provide health information and HIV testing for the 

community which you will see in action. 

Ace believes you would appreciate the natural beauty of this area and the chance to relate to local 

communities. Siaya region is a luscious green area of Kenya, near Lake Victoria. Getting involved in 

this event would provide a once in a lifetime chance to run alongside local communities and 

upcoming and aspiring athletes. Who knows, you could be running alongside the next David 

Rudisha!  

For a five day trip, we would expect the cost to be in the region of £1,500 to £1,750 per person. 

These calculations include flights, accommodation, visa, internal transfers and expenses. The closest 

airport to Got Matar is Kisumu, which is within an hour transfer. British Airways and Kenya Airways 

fly direct to Nairobi with a quick internal flight to Kisumu. 

Ace Africa would be honoured if you would consider taking part in this special event. You are likely 

to be one of a handful who gets the opportunity to have such an experience. 

Karibu Sana (You are very welcome to Kenya) 

        
 


